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This is possibly the number one reason for accidents involving motorcycles and cars.
Motorcycles are smaller than other vehicles and can be even more difficult to spot while
merging or changing lanes. The shape of motorcycle and rider is also more likely to blend
into the images you see in your rear-view and side-view mirrors than that of a large
automobile. Take your time before merging and devote several seconds to searching each of
your car’s blind spots before proceeding with your intended maneuver.

Make sure that you maintain an adequate following distance behind motorcycles. Rearending a motorcycle can be fatal to the rider, particularly if you drive a large, heavy vehicle.

Motorcycles are legally entitled to their own lane of traffic. In no situation are you allowed to drive
your automobile in the same lane and in close proximity to a motorcycle. No matter how small
these vehicles are or how much extra room that there appears to be, sharing a single lane with a
motorcycle is a recipe for an accident and illegal.

Many vehicle accidents that involve both automobiles and motorcycles occur at intersections,
particularly blind intersections. Always follow the safety protocol for intersections every single time
that you approach one: come to a complete halt, view and obey posted traffic signs and signals,
look both ways for approaching traffic, and proceed slowly.

Before you cross a lane or lanes of traffic to turn left, take a second look for approaching
motorcycles. Vehicle accidents involving the collision of a left-turning car and an approaching
motorcycle can be very severe, often because the motorcycle t-bones the car while it is mid-way
through the left turn.

Remember that there is no such thing as a fender-bender for a
motorcycle rider. They are completely exposed. Most multivehicle accidents involving motorcycles cause serious or fatal
injuries to the riders. It is your responsibility, as the driver of an
automobile, to take caution and do everything in your power to
prevent motorcycle accidents.
Sources: https://driving-tests.org/beginner-drivers/sharing-the-road-with-motorcycles/
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